Raising vibration – A Penguin analogy
Simon Day, 19th Feb 2013
Think of our current vibrational state as being like a penguin. A penguin is stuck on land and sea
because they cannot fly with their wings. In this analogy the land and sea is our current
dimension and the sky is the next, progressive dimension. Without proper wings we are unable
to fly.
We think we are ready for progression but thinking we are is different from actually being
ready. Thinking we are only results in this...

Just as penguins are firmly attached to land and sea we have also become attached to our
existence. Penguins can swim in the sea, move around on ground but they cannot soar into the
sky because they believe the land and sea is all there is and is all that they need. We equally
cannot progress because we believe this is all that there is.
We need to change and stop believing this matter based existence is all there is.
Fear, hate, anger, envy etc are the tools to keep us from being able to fly, to keep us firmly on the
ground. In order for a penguin to be able to fly there needs to be a leap in their evolutionary
state. They have to want to be able to fly and realise in the air is where they belong in order for
evolution to come up with the solution. You are your own self-evolution.
Likewise we are stuck here because we believe that a matter based life is where we should be.
Those who think they are ready to fly are only pretending to themselves. Understanding is a
first step but being told what is true is not the same as DISCOVERING what is true.

All accepted versions of truth only offer glimpses but none offer the complete solution. People
who are religious (as an example) believe they will be with God but they have no proof which
God is the right one or what those Gods actually were. Yet each religion claims it is the only
salvation. Instead of looking for the wings throughout their life they instead strap the jetpack
of religion on and think that' s the job done...

A jet-pack isn
' t the same as finding the wings, you can
' t cheat it.
In order to move on from this matter bases existence we have to realise that we are not selfgrounded like a penguin. We think we are dependant on matter when the truth is we can fly if
we understand what it means. This can only be self-discovered, not taught.
Everything we are told is that, like the penguin, we should be grounded. By self-removing the
grounding mechanisms we realise that we can actually fly...

